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Abstract
G. Chen and R.H. Schelp proved that every 3-connected K1;4-free graph G on n vertices withP3
i=1 d(vi)>n + 4 for any independent set fv1; v2; v3g of G is hamiltonian connected. In this
paper, we show that every 3-connected K1;4-free graph G 62 J on at most 4 − 10 vertices is
hamiltonian connected, where J is the set of exceptional graphs. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we deal with nite simple graphs. Let G be a graph. We denote by
(G) (or ) and k(G) the minimum degree and the connectivity of G, respectively. A
graph is called K1;4-free if it does not contain a copy of K1;4 as an induced subgraph.
For a vertex v of G, the neighborhood N (v) of v is the set of all vertices that are
adjacent to v. For a subgraph H of a graph G and a subset S of V (G), we denote by
G − H and G[S] the induced subgraphs of G on V (G) − V (H) and S, respectively.
We denote by NH (S) the set of all vertices of H adjacent to some vertex of S, and let
N (S) =
S
x2S N (x) and dH (S) = jNH (S)j. For A and B in V (G), let EG(A; B) = fuv 2
E(G): u 2 A and v 2 Bg and eG(A; B) = jEG(A; B)j. Let P = x1x2 : : : xt be a path
in G. Then uPv denotes the path ux1x2 : : : xtv or uxtxt−1 : : : x1v. Let x+i = xi+1 for
16i< t and x−i = xi−1 for 1<i6t, and let xiPxj = P[xi; xj] = xixi+1 : : : xj; xjP
−xi =
P−[xj; xi] = xjxj−1 : : : xi (16i6j6t) and P(xi; xj) = P[xi; xj] − fxi; xjg. We will also
consider P(xi; xj) and P[xi; xj] as the vertex sets. Let x++=(x+)+ and x−−=(x−)−. We
denote by k(G) the minimum value of the degree sum of any k pairwise nonadjacent
vertices of G. Other notation and terminology not dened here can be found in [1].
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There have been many results in recent years dealing with hamiltonian cycles in
graphs. O. Ore [5] showed the following result.
Theorem 1 (Ore [5]). Let G be a graph of order n. If 2(G)>n + 1; then G is
hamiltonian connected.
A graph is called claw-free if it does not contain a copy of K1;3 as an induced
subgraph. Matthews and Sumner [4] proved the following important result.
Theorem 2 (Matthews and Summner [4]). Every 2-connected claw-free graph G on
n vertices is hamiltonian if n63+ 2.
Recently, Markus [3] obtained a result similar to Theorem 2 for K1;4-free graphs.
Theorem 3 (Markus [3]). Every 2-connected K1;4-free graph G on n vertices is
hamiltonian if n63− 2.
G. Chen and R.H. Schelp proved the following very interesting result.
Theorem 4 (Chen and Schelp [2]). Every k-connected K1;4-free graph of order n with
k(G)>n+ k + 1 is hamiltonian connected.
From Theorem 4, we have the following corollary.
Theorem 5. Every 3-connected K1;4-free graph of order n63 − 4 is hamiltonian
connected.
Let J be the set of all graphs dened as follows: Any graph G in J contains three
disjoint hamiltonian connected subgraphs G1; G2 and G3 such that
3\
i=1
N (V (Gi)) = fu; v; x2g
and
EG(Gi; Gj) = ; for i 6= j and i; j = 1; 2; 3;
where u 6= v 6= x2 6= u and V (G) =
S3
i=1 V (Gi) [ fu; v; x2g (see Fig. 1), or G contains
three disjoint hamiltonian connected subgraphs G1; G2 and G3 such that
3\
i=1
N (V (Gi)) = fu; vg
and
EG(Gi; Gj) = fuiujg for i 6= j and i; j = 1; 2; 3;
where u 6= v; ui 2 V (Gi) for i = 1; 2; 3 and V (G) =
S3
i=1 V (Gi) [ fu; vg (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1.
Fig. 2.
In this paper, we generalize Theorem 5 and prove the following theorem whose
proof will be in Section 2.
Theorem 6. Every 3-connected K1;4-free graph G 62 J of order n64 − 10 is
hamiltonian connected.
In the proof of Theorem 6, we use the following lemma whose proof is implicit in
the proof of Theorem 8 of [2].
Lemma 7. Let G be 3-connected K1;4-free graph of order n which is not hamiltonian
connected and P a longest non-hamiltonian path connecting u and v of G; and let H
be a component of G − P. Then there exists an independent set I of dP(H) vertices
in G such that
X
v2I
d(v)6n+ dP(H):
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2. Proof of Theorem 6
Assume that G is a graph of order n satisfying the conditions of Theorem 6. If the
theorem is not true, then there are two vertices u and v in V (G) such that there exists
no hamiltonian path connecting u and v. Let P = P[u; v] be a longest path connecting
u and v, and H a component of G− P. We denote NP(H) = fxi: i=1; 2; : : : ; tg, where
t=dP(H). Obviously, t>3 since G is 3-connected. We have the following claim using
Lemma 7.
Claim 1. For any component H of G − P; we have dP(H) = 3 and H contains at
least − 2 vertices and dH (x)>− 3 for any x 2 V (H).
Proof. By Lemma 7, we obtain dP(H)6n + dP(H). Namely, dP(H)6n=( − 1).
Since n64 − 10 and G is 3-connected, we have dP(H) = 3. It is easy to see that
dH (x)>− 3 for any x 2 V (H) and jV (H)j>− 2.
We have from Claim 1 that t = 3. Without loss of generality assume that x1 = u
and x3 = v (and the proofs of other cases are similar to the following arguments). Let
Si = P(xi; xi+1) = x+i Px
−
i+1 and S
0
i = P(x
+
i ; x
−
i+1) for 16i62 and h = jV (H)j. In order
to prove this theorem, we need to verify the following 10 claims. We rst have the
following claim.
Claim 2. For any component H of G − P;H is hamiltonian connected.
Proof. Otherwise, by Theorem 1, we know that there are two nonadjacent vertices
u1 and v1 in H such that jV (H)j>dH (u1) + dH (v1)>2 − 6. By Lemma 7, there is
an independent set of three vertices w0; w1 and w2 in G such that d(w0) + d(w1) +
d(w2)6n + dP(H). From the proofs of Theorems 7 and 8 in [2, pp. 431{435], we
can assume that w1 and w2 are on P and w0 is on H , and we also know that wi does
not belong to NP(H) and then has no neighbors in H for i= 1; 2. Thus the inequality
above can be improved as
d(w1) + d(w2) + d(w0) + jV (H)− (NH (w0) [ fw0g)j6n+ dP(H):
Namely, d(w1) + d(w2) + jV (H)j6n + dP(H). So n>2 + 2 − 9 = 4 − 9, a
contradiction.
Note that any pair of vertices xi; xj 2 NP(H) is joined by a path with all internal
vertices in H . We denote such a path by xiHxj for i 6= j.
Claim 3. G − P has only one component H .
Proof. Otherwise, let H 0 and H be two distinct components of G − P. Then we
have that H and H 0 contain at least  − 2 vertices. The path uHx2P[x+2 ; v] gives
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a= jP(u; x2)j>h. Similarly, b= jP(x2; v)j>h. Hence we obtain n>jV (P)j+ jV (H)j+
jV (H 0)j>3h+ jV (H 0)j+ 3>4− 5, a contradiction.
Claim 4. N (x+2 )− (fx−2 g [ NP(H)) is contained in S02 , and N (x−2 )− (fx+2 g [ NP(H))
is contained in S01 .
Proof. Suppose that w belongs to (NP(x+2 )− (fx−2 g [ NP(H))) \ S01 . Then the path
uHx2P−[x−2 ; w]P[x
+
2 ; v]
gives jP(u; w)j>h.
Consider the vertex w+. Let u2 be the neighbor of w+ closest to u on P[u+; w].
Then the path
uHx2P−[x−2 ; w
+]P[u2; w]P[x+2 ; v]
gives a = jp(u; u2)j>h. If N (w+) \ S2 6= ;, let u1 be the neighbor of w+ closest to
v on S2. Then the path
P[u; w]P[x+2 ; u1]P[w
+; x2]Hv
gives b = jP(u1; v)j>h. If N (w+) \ S2 = ;, then let u1 = x2 and b = jP(x2; v)j. Thus
N (w+) [ fw+g is contained in P[u2; u1] = B. Hence jBj>+ 1 and n>a+ b+ jBj+
h>4− 5. This contradiction shows that N (x+2 )− (fx−2 g [NP(H)) is contained in S02 .
Similarly, N (x−2 )− (fx+2 g [ NP(H)) is contained in S01 . Thus Claim 4 is true.
In the following, let f 2 N (x+2 ) be the closest vertex to v on P(x+2 ; v) and g 2 N (x−2 )
the closest vertex to u on P(u; x−2 ). Then we have the following fact.
Claim 5. N (u+) and P(x+2 ; f) are disjoint, and N (v
−) and P(g; x−2 ) are disjoint.
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that u+w 2 E(G) and w 2 P(x+2 ; f). Let f0 be
the neighbor of x+2 closest to w on P(w;f). Then N (x
+
2 ) [ fx+2 g is contained in
P[x−2 ; w] [ P[f0; f] [ fu; vg= B. The path
uHx2P−[x−2 ; u
+]P−[w; x+2 ]P[f
0; v]
gives a= jP(w;f0)j>h. Hence jV (P)j>a+d(x−2 )+ jBj−4>3−5, and so n>4−7.
This contradiction shows N (u+)\P(x+2 ; f)=;. Similarly, N (v−)\P(g; x−2 )=;. Hence
we complete the proof of Claim 5.
Claim 6. N (u+) \ P(x2; v−) = ;, and N (v−) \ P(u+; x2) = ;.
Proof. Assume that wu+ 2 E(G) and w 2 P(x2; v−). Then we have from Claim 5 that
w must be in P[f; v−]. Furthermore, we have the following fact.
N (v−) \ P(x+2 ; f) = ;:
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Otherwise, let xv− 2 E(G) and x 2 P(x+2 ; f) and f0 be the neighbor of x+2 closest to
x on P(x; f). Then N (x+2 )[ fx+2 g is contained in P[x−2 ; x][ P[f0; f][ fv; ug= B. The
path
P0 = uHx2P−[x−2 ; u
+]P−[w;f0]P[x+2 ; x]v
−v
gives a = jP(x; f0)j + jP(w; v−)j>h. Hence n>jV (P)j + jV (H)j>a + jBj + d(x−2 ) −
4 + h>4− 7. This contradiction shows that the above fact is true.
Thus, by Claim 5, we have that N (v−)[ fv−g is contained in P[f; v][P[u; g] =D.
So we obtain that n>jV (P)j + jV (H)j>jDj + d(x−2 ) + d(x+2 ) − 7 + h>4 − 8. This
contradicton shows the completion of the proof of Claim 6.
In the following, let us assume that x is the neighbor of u+ closest to x2 on S1 and
y the neighbor of v− closest to x2 on S2. Then, using Claim 6 we have the following
fact.
Claim 7. x 2 P(g; x2) and y 2 P(x2; f).
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that x 62 P(g; x2). Then, by Claim 6, x 62 P(x2; v−).
Thus x 2 P[u+; g]. It follows from Claim 4 that a=jS1j=jP[u+; g]j+jP(g; x2)j>d(u+)+
d(x−2 ) − dP(H) − 3>2 − 6. Hence jV (P)j>jS1j + jS2j + jfu; x2; vgj>3 − 6 and so
n>4− 8. This contradiction shows that Claim 7 is proved.
Furthermore, we have also the following claim.
Claim 8. EG(P(u+; x−2 ); P(x
+
2 ; v
−)) = ;.
Proof. We obtain from Claim 7 that for any vertex w 2 P(u+; x−2 ), we have w 2
P(u+; x) or w 2 P(g; x−2 ), and for any vertex z 2 P(x+2 ; v−), we have z 2 P(x+2 ; f)
or z 2 P(y; v−). Suppose that w1 2 P(u+; x−2 ) and w2 2 P(x+2 ; v−) such that w1w2 2
E(G). Without loss of generality, assume that w1 2 P(u+; g) and w2 2 P(x+2 ; f) (and
the proofs of other cases are similar). Let f0 be the neighbor of x+2 closest to w2 on
P(w2; f). Then N (x+2 )[fx2g is contained in P[x−2 ; w2][P[f0; f][fu; vg=B. The path
uHx2P−[x−2 ; w1]P
−[w2; x+2 ]P[f
0; v]
gives a= jP(u+; w1)j+ jP(w2; f0)j>h. Hence n>a+ jBj+ jP[g; x−2 ]j − 1 + h>4− 7.
This contradiction shows the completion of our proof of Claim 8.
Claim 9. u+v− 62 E(G).
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that u+v− 2 E(G). Since G is 3-connected, by
Claim 8, we know that at least one of fu; vg must have neighbors in P(u+; v−). With-
out loss of generality, assume that wv 2 E(G) and w 2 P(g; x−2 ) (and the proofs of
other cases are similar), and let g0 be the neighbor of x−2 closest to w on P(g; w).
Then N (x−2 ) [ fx−2 g is contained in P[g; g0] [ P[w; x−2 ] [ fu; vg= B. The path
uHx2P[x+2 ; v
−]P[u+; g0]P−[x−2 ; w]v
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gives a= jP(g0; w)j>h. Hence n>a+ jBj+ d(x+2 )− 3+ h>4− 6. This contradiction
shows the completion of the proof of Claim 9.
Claim 10. G[S1] and G[S2] are hamiltonian connected.
Proof. We easily know from Claims 7 and 8 that for any vertex z 2 S1, z has at
most three neighbors outside of S1. Hence we have dS1 (z)> − 3. Since n64 − 8
and h> − 2, jP[u; v]j63 − 6. Thus, jS1j62 − 7 since otherwise jP[u; v]j>jS1j +
jS2j + 3>3 − 5. So dS1 (z)>(jS1j + 1)=2. It follows from Theorem 1 that G[S1] is
hamiltonian connected. Similarly, G[S2] is hamiltonian connected.
Claim 11. If x−2 x
+
2 2 E(G), then NP(x2)− fx+2 ; x−2 ; u; vg= ;:
Proof. Let us assume that u0 2 NP(x2) − fx+2 ; x−2 ; u; vg and u0 2 S2. Since G[S2] is
hamiltonian connected (by Claim 10), there is a hamiltonian path Q=Q[x+2 ; u
0] connect-
ing x+2 and u
0 in G[S2]. It follows that G has a hamiltonian path P0=P[u; x−2 ]Q[x
+
2 ; u
0]x2Hv,
a contradiction.
We now complete the proof of Theorem 6.
Since G is 3-connected, by Claims 1{11, we know that N (u) \ S2 6= ; and N (v) \
S1 6= ;. If x−2 x+2 62 E(G), it is easy to see that G yields the graph in Fig. 1. Thus
x−2 x
+
2 2 E(G). Consider the graph G1 =G[V (H)[fx2g]. By Claim 11, dG1 (x2)>−4.
For any vertex w in H , we have that dG1 (w)>−2 since dP(H)=3. Thus (G1)>−4.
Since jP[u; x−2 ]j>d(u+) and jP[x+2 ; v]j>d(v−) by Claims 5,9 and 11, jV (G1)j6n −
262−10. Thus (G1)>(jV (G1)j+2)=2. By Theorem 1, G1 is hamiltonian connected.
It follows that G yields the graph in Fig. 2. Therefore the proof of Theorem 6 is
completed.
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